Smart VMS

The main objectives of the system
The system aims to facilitate the process of recording visitor data quickly and with high accuracy
while creating a strong database that can be referenced at the time of need with detailed and
total reports of everything related to visits and visitors, and this is done through:
Scan the visitor's identity card for the visitor in the shortest possible time
Converting the data in the identity verification form to written data in a visitor's file.
Connecting visitor's data to the image taken by him through the facility's surveillance cameras.
Alert in cases of unwanted visitors entering
Issuing security permits.
Identifying the visitor's data automatically if he enters it again after his data was previously
recorded on the first visit.
Identify the visitors who are in the facility and who have not been logged out.
Benefiting from the detailed and aggregate reports of everything related to visits and visitors during
a specific period.
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Through surveillance
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Visitor exit
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The front end of the program for security officials
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Special interface for the program
In the departments concerned with permits

Security official
Submit a visit permit request to a group of people
The category to which people are subject is
determined
Each category has a set of documents whose
conditions must be fulfilled
To accept the permit request

Authorized departments
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Issuing a visiting 
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For specific places, 
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nature of the visit
Visit registration and 
data retention

Security
alarm
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Writing recognition technology
(OCR) Optical Character Recognition
OCR is a technology that enables you to convert
different types of documents, such as scanned
documents, into editable and editable data.

The program checks and extracts all the data inside the identity
issued by government agencies such as (identity card - driver's
license - passport)
Through the program, it is possible to determine the amount of
information that is extracted from the card and divided it into
basic data such as (name - address - national number ...) only or
sub-data (birth date - job - marital status - issuance date - expiry
date ... ....)
You can also adjust the data entered manually
The visitor's entry and exit time, the date of the visit, the host
and the purpose of the visit are recorded
The belongings of each visitor are recorded, whether they are
personal belongings or a private institution
You can make data files for all visitors who entered the facility
and save them, as well as attach any number of other images and
documents to the visitor such as: membership card or personal
card
Visitors can be divided into categories such as (visitors employees of the facility - maintenance workers - conference
organizers - VIP - and so on according to the needs of the
institution and the nature of its work ......)
When a visitor enters a car, its data is recorded (car type - license
plate numbers - if they are my owners, transporters, etc.)
The definition of any number of companies that deal with the
institution and the definition of employees and those who
frequent the institution to record their visits and benefit from
them with reports. All these data are saved inside the program,
you can refer to them and extract detailed and total reports
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Security clearance technology
The technique of issuing permits, through which
some visitors are allowed to enter the facility
within a specified period of time
An entry permit for visitors is created, •
describing the permit and its data, and
determining the period for activating the permit
All security officials are introduced to the •
facility and given the authority to issue security
clearances
Security officials determine the category to •
which visitors are subject. Each category has a
set of documents whose conditions must be met
to accept the permit request. Attach these
documents to the visitor’s file
The entry permit of the visitor can be stopped •
in the event of a link with a specific security
situation (for example, a security alert)
Giving powers to users of the program by •
registering every movement that takes place
inside the program with time, date, username and
computer name to follow up on users adequately
while taking advantage of this data in the form of
detailed and total reports of the movements.
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Lamination

Print cards:

Hologram

Prepare a custom card design 
Print with any of the available types of cards
(NFC- RFID)
The printing should be according to the 
agreed security specifications, where the
permit must be individually designed and
printed with certain characteristics

personal photos:
Digital camera is connected
To the computer and take pictures
For visitors while entering the facility
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Personal photos are received in
different dimensions
And details are sometimes
unclear, and for this reason a
special program was prepared to
reveal the validity and
readjustment of the photos

Reports:
Any statement entered into the program can be used in the form of detailed or aggregate
reports, whether they are in the form of written statements or illustrative graphs. Some of
these reports are presented to you.
Daily Visit Report: Inquire about visits during a specific period or time of day. •
Unauthorized entry notes report: Inquire about unauthorized visits. •
Visit Duration Report: Inquire about the duration of the visit, with the availability of •
information about visits for a specific period, for example (inquiries about visits for more
than an hour .. or inquiries about visits that lasted 5 hours ... and so on).
Frequency of visits report: Inquiry about the number of visits for each visitor. •
Visit places report: Explaining the places that the person entered inside the facility. •
Card Usage Report: Inquiry about the path of each visitor who was given a card showing •
the places that were entered and the duration or period of the visit.
Security Alerts Report - Non-Entry Alarms: Inquiry about visitors whose entry is •
prohibited according to a security alert.
Security data report: Inquiry about all visitors who have security cases such as a security •
alert.
The employee’s belongings entry record report: Inquiry about visitors who are registered •
with belongings according to the visit of a specific employee.
Visitor Categories Report: Querying visitors for a specific category. •
Gates Report: Inquiry about entry and exit traffic for specific gates
All these reports can be printed or extracted as an Excel file
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THANK YOU
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